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EDUCATION CONNECTION

COACH BLACK OUT

WHAM keynote speaker, Carmen Kynard
discussed the progress black students have
made in higher education .

Women’s basketball coach, Debbie
Black will not have her contract
renewed .
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Faculty
Senate
approves
document
analyzing
Workgroup
suggestions
By Cassie Buchman
News Editor | @cjbuchman
The Faculty Senate voted to approve a document analyzing Workgroup No. 7’s vitalization project
recommendations at its meeting
Tuesday.
During the vote, the senate factored in that comments and suggestions will be taken in, and revision
of the document would occur before
it was formally turned in.
Faculty Senate chair Jemmie Robertson said the report would be sent
to the Board of Trustees, Eastern
President David Glassman and Provost Blair Lord before spring break.
The report was written by an ad
hoc committee meant to review the
recommendations of Workgroup
No. 7, which suggested the elimination or consolidation of the undergraduate programs in philosophy,
career and technical education, Africana studies and adult and community education.
Robertson said the committee
drew its own conclusions with data
provided from the administration
and responses from departments.
Senate member Teshome Abebe
said the subcommittee did a wonderful job evaluating the programs.

Faculty, page 5
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President Glassman was one of the many state university presidents called to Springfield today to discuss the budget impasse and its effect on higher education.

Glassman to state legislature:
We’ve already cut back all we can
By Analicia Haynes
Online Editor | @Haynes1943
Eastern President David Glassman
met with the Illinois Senate Committee on Higher Education Tuesday and
presented the ongoing struggles the
university has endured as a result of
the budget impasse.
After Gov. Bruce Rauner introduced a budget proposal in which
spending exceeds revenue by $4.6 billion, committee chairperson, Sen. Pat
McGuire of Joliet, asked what the
nine universities and three higher education agencies can cut in order to
fill this deficit.

“In plain English, we want to know
what can you cut and still fulfill your
mission,” McGuire said.
Given only 24-hour notice to attend the hearing, Glassman and the
other representatives all sang a similar
tune: at this point, there is very little
more that can be done.
Glassman said when Eastern went
into the budget impasse, it was already one of the administratively leanest public universities in the state and
remains such.
However, over the two-year period of fiscal year 2016 and FY17, Eastern’s appropriations were reduced by
over $41.6 million as compared to

FY15, the last normal budget year.
“That is roughly equivalent to the
state skipping an entire year of funding for EIU,” Glassman said.
Along with reducing employment
and administering furlough days,
Glassman also said Eastern was forced
to conduct its own version of fund
sweeps in order to provide for continued operation during times of nonexistent appropriations.
The employee headcount was reduced from 1,743 to 1,330, a cut of
413 positions or 24 percent of total
headcount.
All administrative and professional personnel were mandated to incur

a minimum of 18 furlough days in
2016, which he said was nearly an entire month’s pay.
“Vendor payment turnaround time
have been extended, (and) credit ratings have been downgraded,” Glassman said.
Glassman mentioned the ongoing vitalization project, which he said
would help guide future efforts and
focus in the coming years.
“We are in the process of eliminating some lower enrolled programs,
creating new programs, and implementing ways we might better deliver, highlight and market our strongest
programs,” Glassman said.

Glassman, page 5

Police search apartment for wanted man
By Kennedy Nolen
Multicultural Reporter | @KennedyNolenEIU
The Charleston Police Department
were unsuccessful in finding a wanted
suspect Tuesday afternoon after
surrounding and searching 973 Arthur
Ave. for nearly two hours.
Patrol Lieutenant John Bennett said
he could not disclose the man’s identity
or why he had a warrant for his arrest
because of the suspect’s age.
Police were on the scene from
approximately 2 to 4 p.m. All roads
surrounding the apartment complex were
blocked off by police vehicles.
To ensure the wanted male could hear
them, the police used a loud speaker to
say they were not leaving until he exited
the apartment.
After roughly an hour, the police went
inside and found the apartment empty,
which disappointed the crowd recording
videos and taking pictures.
Neighbors said they did not feel safe
not knowing who the man was.
Kennedy Nolen can be reached at
581-2812 or kdnolen@eiu.edu.
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Members of the Charleston Police Department discuss the final plans before entering an apartment complex to execute a search warrant. Officers were
on the scene for about two hours searching for a wanted suspect around 973 Arthur Ave. Roads surrounding the apartment complex were also closed.
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Local weather Breakfast to focus on Eastern impact study
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

Partly Cloudy

Clear

High: 59°
Low: 38°

High: 60°
Low: 30°

For more weather visit eiu.edu/eiuweather
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By Kalyn Hayslett
Editor-in-Chief | @DEN_news
The "Our Town" community
breakfast will focus on Eastern’s economic contributions to Coles County
with a presentation on the 2017 Economic Impact Study.
The breakfast will take place
from 7:30 to 9 a.m. Thursday in the
Unique Suites Hotel. Registration is
required and can be completed by filling out a form on either Chamber’s
website.
Tickets prices for chamber members are $20 and are $30 for nonmembers.
The 2017 Economic Impact Study
provides statistical data on employment, student spending and gross domestic product that are affected by

Angelica Cataldo
Managing Editor | @DEN_News
After a series of health and sanitation inspections that found bugs
in liquor bottles and dirty taps, the
Charleston City Council unanimously approved an amendment to the
City Code of Ordinances regarding
alcohol license regulations during its
meeting Tuesday night.
This amendment will grant the city
the authority to penalize alcohol licensees who violate health and sanitation codes.
Licensees who have been charged

Lake Land College in place of President Josh Bullock.
Other speakers include Charleston
Mayor Brandon Combs and Mattoon
Mayor Tim Gover.
“It’s an opportunity for chamber members to hear first hand from
those five people, talk to them and ask
questions,” White said.
After the presentations, participants will have a chance to give feedback, ask questions and offer suggestions during a question-and-answer
portion.
The breakfast will be offered in a
buffet style so participants can help
themselves.
Kalyn Hayslett can be reached at
581-2812 or kehayslett@eiu.edu.

with a citation can contest their case
before a court hearing.
However, if the licensee is found
guilty, they will be faced with courtordered penalties such as license suspension.
Charleston Mayor and Local Liquor Commissioner Brandon Combs
said these inspections have been completed by the Charleston Police Department as of two years ago, when
officers received training from the
state health department.
City Attorney Rachael Cunningham said licensees who violate state
health and sanitation codes usually

receive citations or penalties directly
from the state, but the new amendment will allow the city to regulate
the codes.
“It’s basically for safety purposes,”
Combs said. “We want to keep things
clean and safe.”
The city council also approved the
bid award for milling and resurfacing
of various streets in Charleston.
The acquisition of Warren Titus’s
real estate property on 120 N. 12th
Street was also approved by the council.
Combs said Titus currently resides
in Florida and had planned to reha-

bilitate the property on his own.
His renovation efforts were not
successful and agreed to hand over the
property to the city at no cost.
Complaints about the conditions
of the property from people within the neighborhood prompted the
city to make a motion to purchase the
property.
The city does not have any set
plans for the property, other than to
renovate it.
Angelica Cataldo can be reached at
581-2812 or amcatalado@eiu.edu.
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from Coles Together President Angela Griffin.
“Coles Together was the primary
entity. She helped get the data and analyze it. That’s why she is giving the
report,” White said.
This is the third year both the
Charleston Area Chamber of Commerce and the Mattoon Chamber of
Commerce collaborated for the breakfast.
Four speakers will share updates
about the areas they represent.
Eastern President David Glassman
will not be in attendance, but Lynette
Drake, interim vice president for student affairs, will provide information
on Eastern.
James Hull, vice president for
workforce solutions and community education, will give an update for

Health, sanitation inspections lead to
new city alcohol license regulations

Corrections
The Daily Eastern News is committed to accuracy in its
coverage of the news. Any factual error the staff finds
or is made aware of by its readers will be corrected as
promptly as possible. Please report any factual error
you find to Editor-in-Chief Kalyn Hayslett at 581-2812.

Printed by Eastern Illinois University
on soy ink and recycled paper.

Eastern.
According to the impact study, every 1,000 Eastern students spend a total of $8.6 million annually in Coles
County.
Cindy White, Charleston area
chamber of commerce president, said
the purpose of the breakfast is for
the chamber members to be aware of
what is happening in the surrounding
communities.
“An impact study of Eastern’s effects on the community has not
been done since 2012, and a lot has
changed. It’s good information for
Dr. Glassman to use when he goes to
Springfield and speaks to the appropriations committee for funding.”
White said every participant will
receive a physical copy of the impact
study and will hear a presentation
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WHAM keynote connects historical issues to present
By Kennedy Nolen
Multicultural Reporter | @KennedyNolenEIU
The keynote speech for Wome n’s H i s t o r y a n d Aw a r e n e s s
Mo n t h f o c u s e d o n h i s t o r i c a l
transformations black students
have made in higher education
and connected past social issues
to issues of today.
Carmen Kynard, an English
professor from the John J. College of Criminal Justice at the
City University of New York,
t r a v e l e d t o E a s t e r n’s c a m p u s
Tuesday evening at the 7th Street
Underground.
Violence, racial segregation
and social hierarchy are “100
years old, not 100 years gone,”
Kynard said.
In the 1920s, black students
were surrounded by a culture of
creativity and musical freedom,
yet could not participate in it at
college, Kynard said.
The nearly all-white faculties
in charge of the schools taught
manual-labor skills, gave students
strict dress codes and demanded
they all look likes slaves, she said.
“Before I’m a slave, I’ll be buried in my grave,” black students
sang in protest again oppression.
The chant was adopted and used
by protesters during the Civil
Rights Movement of the 1960s.
Kynard said the top selective
universities in the country are
“whiter” than they were in the
1920s.
She said black women particularly struggle when it comes to
the “hierarchy of body politics.”
Those people at the top of this
hierarchy have lighter skin and
smoother hair, she said.

She calls this a “color caste system” and has talked about it in
her classes for the past 16 years.
The conversation is usually initiated by a young, black woman, Kynard said, and these young
women point out the hierarchal
system of racial differences.
A student named Andrene in
Kynard’s class in 2014 made a
website called “Pretty for a Black
Girl.” On her website, Andrene
challenged ongoing white standards of beauty, Kynard said, and
“re-scripted the stigma” around
black women.
One of the tabs on Andrene’s
website is named after a phrase
Oprah called, “Burning through
the Cerebral Cortex,” she said,
which refers to black women’s oppressive relationship with
straightening their hair.
She said her student’s site anticipated critique and feedback
from individuals with different
opinions than her.
Andrene’s website led Kynard
to say she looks closely and differently at each students’ writing
styles and texts.
She wants to tr y and match
their force and vision, she said.
Kynard said, “There are different ways of knowing and writing
(about) the world.”
WHAM committee chair Jamila Smith said, Kynard will meet
with staff at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in Doudna room 2040 to
make what she taught Tuesday
applicable to professors and students.
OLIVIA SWENSON-HULTZ | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Kennedy Nolen can be reached at
581-2812 or kdnolen@eiu.edu.

Carmen Kynard, a professor at John Kay College in New York, discusses women,and race and how they are
presented in society. Kynard is also a published author and advocate for race and gender equality.

Charleston group to rally during women’s strike
By Mallory Kutnick
Campus Reporter | @DEN_News
A Charleston group inspired by January’s march on Washington, D.C. will
take to Morton Park at noon Wednesday, International Women’s Day, to raise
awareness for women’s issues.
The Charleston Women’s Huddle Actions Group will lead the demonstration,
which will include speeches on domestic
violence and sexual assault.
Despite being a part of the Women’s
March movement, the protest will be
more of a rally than a march. Demonstra-

tors will stand on the sidewalk with signs
but will not travel far beyond the park,
Charleston group members Judy Looby
and Ellen Wolcott said.
Looby and Wolcott, both of Charleston, said they also encourage women
to observe “A Day Without a Woman”
Wednesday by taking the day off from
work and shopping only at local, women-run businesses that support their fellow females.
“I don’t want our rights to be trampled
on,” Looby said, concerned for herself and
her daughter. “I want us to keep moving
forward.”

The official page for the Women’s
March on Washington says the purpose
of the strike is to draw attention to how
women benefit the workforce and the
economy.
“We join together in…recognizing the
enormous value that women of all backgrounds add to our socio-economic system – while receiving lower wages and experiencing greater inequities, vulnerability
to discrimination, sexual harassment and
job insecurity,” the website says.
The Charleston group, which meets to
brainstorm ways to support women, began in February as part of the Women’s

March on Washington’s second step in its
campaign of “10 Actions for the First 100
Days” of President Donald Trump’s administration.
Following the first action of writing to
local politicians, the Women’s March on
Feb. 1 called for supporters to bring their
communities together to brainstorm.
“This is the first time I’ve helped with
something of this magnitude,” said Looby, who has helped support Planned Parenthood and works on and off with Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays.
Wolcott said the Charleston group is
writing letters to the editor of the Journal
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Gazette/Times-Courier about the group’s
cause.
“It’s a constant flow,” she said.
One major concern of the women’s
rights movement is Trump’s proposal to
defund Planned Parenthood. Trump said
during his campaign he was aware they
rarely perform abortions but wanted to
cut funding for them completely.
However, Trump announced Monday that he would not defund the clinics
if they cut their abortion services.
Mallory Kutnick can be reached at
581-2812 or at mbkutnick@eiu.edu.
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It’s Tough, So Tough

Olivia Swenson-Hultz

Communes
an answer to
problems of
modern world
The modern world, or post-industrialized
America, is easier for some to latch onto than
others.
As we find ourselves sinking deeper into an
era where we can only properly define ourselves
if we are integrated into this developing culture,
we may forget that there are still many alternatives.
Thanks to urbanization, we feel pressured to
move to larger areas to seek more opportunity.
Even in less developed countries, the population of citizens living in urban areas has been
rapidly growing since 1800, when only three
percent of the world’s population lived in urban
areas.
Spending our lives in a more sheltered, isolated setting may make us appear sheltered and
less qualified.
Our standards for technology are also growing.
If we or our school or business do not have
the most modern technology, then we are lacking, and we may be left behind.
The idea of new-fangled technology and expensive new age culture being the only route to
cool seems like a dangerous turn for our society.
Lack of development is associated with impoverished areas and with low intelligence, as is
represented by many countries.
Our increasingly pro-industrial society’s poverty problem is not solved by our development
though, and we only further separate ourselves
by class with the best technology that can only
be afforded by the wealthiest in terms of the latest health care, water safety, and architecture
techniques.
Technological advancements instantly drive
us to the new, leaving behind those who cannot
afford them.
The wealthy are the first to benefit from advancements creating inevitable capitalized inequality.
In order to be a respectable member of our
society you have to have the drive to make money and contribute to the modernization of our
culture, regardless of how artsy or out-of-touch
with technical culture you seem to be.
Losing touch with modern culture will only
leave you stratified in our society.
Living in wider open spaces with fewer distractions can help us keep in touch with our
communities and ourselves.
Escaping from the modern world is still possible for those who are not already hopelessly
caught up in the game of new technology and
modernization.
There are still communes in America, namely in smaller western and Midwestern areas, that emphasize the eth ics of sustainability and community living.
Some of the communes are based in larger, industrialized areas and are focused around sharing money or trade in dissent of capitalism.
These communities help free us from the
competition of the capitalized era, but do they
also eliminate the fulfillment of perceived success?
Olivia Swenson-Hultz is a sophomore journalism major. She can be reached at 581-2812 or
omswensonhultz@eiu.edu.
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Staff Editorial

Take a break from midterms by giving back
The Daily Eastern News staff believes that if
a student, faculty or staff member sees or knows
someone that is struggling or needs help, they
should step up and help the person in need.
Yes, this will require extra time, energy and effort, but the end result will justify the sacrifice.
Our staff understands how stressful this time of
year is, with midterms demanding hours of studying for excessive preparation.
We as a staff can relate to late-night study sessions, cramming before exams and stressing out
about presentations. In the midst of the midterm
whirlwind, take time to help others in need.
The first step is being aware. No one can help,
intervene or contribute to a situation that they are
oblivious too. The person has to develop an understanding of the problem, know who is involved
and what are the means they can use to help.
Students can learn about issues by attending lectures and forums including the presentation by
Margaret Mwenya on nutrition and food insecurity in Zambia.
According to the article, “Zambian nutrition
expert to speak about food insecurity,” the lec-

ture focuses on creating a sustainable environment
where the citizens of Zambia can provide nutritious meals for themselves and their children.
The lecture provided graphs, a short documentary and first hand reports about Zambian children not having access to a balanced diet.
Nolen said in the article “Nonprofit battles malnutrition in Zambia” that women and children eat
three meals of corn porridge, which lacks the proper amount of nutrition for healthy growth and development.
When our reporter Nolen told the staff that
only two students were in attendance, it was disheartening. Yes, food insecurity is a massive epidemic, but it is possible to help decrease its impact by simply listening to a lecture, asking questions and following up with the host organization.
The staff want to encourage more students and
staff to follow in the footsteps of the participants
in the Polar Plunge. People sacrificed their time
and willingly dove into freezing Lake Sara to help
raise money for athletes participating in the Special Olympics.
According to the article “Volunteers ‘plunge’

for the special Olympics,” every participant raised
$100 each, and several students exceeded that
amount. One student in particular raised $330 by
soliciting the help of her family and friends.
The students had to put the effort in to fundraise, wear costumes, run into the water and mingle with the other participants.
Yes, these students could have been studying in
the library or even participating in Unofficial festivities, but they decided to help those in need.
The article quoted Jen Mazurkiewicz, a special
education major, who said that the plunge was not
as bad as she expected and she felt amazing knowing that she contributed to the Special Olympics.
This shows that helping others is rewarding.
Who knows what volunteering, donating or fundraising could do for the student?
It can be stressful, draining and mentally taxing preparing for midterms, so taking that break
to help others could provide that extra motivation.
Eventually the student needs to take a study
break so why not use that break to help others.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

ACA repeal and replace motions dangerous
According to The Washington Post in an article published on March 6th, the House Republicans have revealed the legislation to take over the
Affordable Care Act under a Republican view.
The plan takes away federal insurance subsidies,
which under the Affordable Care Act were earmarked for Americans making under 400 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL). These
Americans would obtain a subsidy titled advanced premium tax credits, which lowers premium costs.
There were also others who earn under 25
percent FPL, making them eligible for different plans of subsidies, as well as those under 138
percent FPL in the few states that had expanded
Medicaid. The FPL is $11,880 for the single individual.
With the two newly-drafted bills by two different House Committees, there is no longer a
penalty for Americans that do not have health
insurance. The bills will keep the ability for
young adults to remain on their parents coverage until 26, and also still allow all individuals to
get coverage even with preexisting medical problems.
So far, four Republican Senators stated that
“we will not support a plan that does not include

Juan Nevarez
stability for Medicaid expansion populations or
flexibility for states.” With the total number of
Republicans sitting at a majority (52), Mitch
McConell does not meet the minimum number
of votes to repeal without the support of a minimum of two of these dissenters. Democrats still
will not work with Republicans on this repeal,
and the opposition within the Democratic party
grows as they are mobilizing to reach out.
In Kentucky, according to a Feb. 27 article
by ABC News, Mike Taylor, a formal coal truck
driver is suffering from black lung, a lung disease that is caused by breathing in large amounts
of coal dust. Individuals with black lung are
covered under the Affordable Care Act and the

Medicaid expansion. This political fallout could
cause a lot of individuals that rely on the Affordable Care Act to lose their coverage.
This is a serious issue for Republicans; if the
“repeal and replace” philosophy does not work
out, many individuals will be left without insurance coverage. This will mean losses during midterm, known as midterm loss effect. It leads to
losses because the voters do not show up to vote
and overall turnout is lower.
The measure will kill the ability for many
Americans to obtain accessibility to health care.
The GOP was warned about this by the Congressional Budget Office that the repeal and replace would lead to many losing coverage. Furthermore, if Medicaid expansion is killed, the
system will decrease federal funds, and the most
sick in the country are left without any form of
aid, especially in the states that get little federal
help with Medicaid.
This could pose serious issues for the Republican party, and can be taken as advantage for the
Democratic party to regain seats, but only time
can tell what will happen.
Juan Nevarez is a senior psychology major. He
can be reached at 581-2812 or
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Irish Cultural Music to appear at Doudna
By Lee Mayhood
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News
Traditional Irish folk band Dervish will perform 7:30 p.m. Wednesday at the Dvorak Concert Hall in
the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The cost for tickets is $7 for students, $13 for faculty and $16 for
community members. Tickets can
be purchased online at the Doudna
Fine Arts Center website.
Cathy Jordan, front vocalist of
Dervish, said their music will take
listeners on an emotional journey
ranging from the three phases of traditional Irish music. “GoltraÍ makes
you want to cry, suantraÍ makes you
want to sing, and geantraÍ makes
you want to dance with whimsical
love and life lyrics,” she said.
According to the press release for

the event, the band’s performance
ranges from “high energy tunes,
played with fluidity and intuitiveness, to beautifully measured songs,
from charming lyrics of life and love,
to inspiring melodies that lift audiences from their seats.”
They have been together going
on 28 years with 13 albums, Jordan said. There are six members in
the band: Shane Mitchell, accordion
player; Liam Kelly, flute and whistle player; Brian McDonagh, mandolin player; Michael Holmes, bouzouki player; singer Cathy Jordan;
and drummer and fiddle player Tom
Morrow.
Jordan said the band carries its
Irish pride to the states every March
to celebrate and bring Irish culture
across the ocean to America. They
spend much of their time travelling

across Europe, and they have also
toured in Asia, South America and
Australia, she said.
They have traveled to the Great
Wall of China with former Irish
President Mary McAleese, Jordan
said. Not only does Dervish stay
busy touring worldwide they still
have plans for future projects, she
said.
They have been acclaimed by BBC
as “an icon of Irish music.” Pulse
Magazine says “Irish music fans
should walk over broken glass to see
this band.”
Jordan encourages everyone to
come out and enjoy the evening with
them.
SUBMIT TED | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Lee Mayhood can be reached at 5812812 or lmmayhood@eiu.edu.

Traditional Irish music band Dervish, will perform at The Dvorak Concert
Hall in The Doudna Fine Arts Center at 7:30 p.m on wednesday.

History repeats itself, Syrian documentary reveals
By Loren Dickson
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
Millions of Syrian refugees have fled
their country to escape the supporters of
President Bashar al-Assad, also known as
the Syrian regime.
The Tarble Arts Center hosted a
screening of the documentary “After
Spring” Tuesday night, which follows
the lives of refugees living in the largest
camp, Zaatari, located in northern Jordan.
To put this into perspective, Zaatari
is approximately a six-hour car ride and
95 hours walking distance from Syria.
Brian Mann, assistant professor of
history, said before watching the film it
is important to have more of an understanding about the situation in the Middle East.
It all seemed to start in December of
2010 with a man from Tunisia named
Mohamed Bouazizi, Mann said.
“He was a 26-year-old street merchant who sold produce. Even though
what he was doing was legal, he was
constantly harassed by authorities,” he
said. “One day police came and confiscated all of his goods before he could sell
them. The next day, he walked into the
middle of the street, lit himself on fire
and killed himself.”
This is known for sparking the Arab
Spring, the democratic uprisings that

arose independently and spread across
the Arab world in 2011. The government of Tunisia fell shortly after this.
The conflict in Syria seems to have
started because of graffiti written by
high school students, Mann said.
“On February 11, 2011 graffiti that
said ‘Now It’s Your Turn, Doctor’ was
written as a threat to overthrow the
president of Syria, Bashar al-Assad, a licensed medical doctor,” Mann said.
By March 15, protests had erupted
throughout Syria.
“The war in Syria officially started

goes on in some way, and even in war,
there are some basics that continue.
A refugee running a small pizza stand
said “when you’re running from war,
you know you won’t be staying in a hotel.”
Many members of this refugee camp
have tried to build their new life in Jordan by opening small restaurants, pet
stores and cell phone stores.
Zaatari is estimated to house approximately eighty thousand refugees.
Mohommad, a refugee, said “gunfire
and violence lasted day in and day out

in Syria from time to time.
Raghad, a young 13-year-old Syrian
refugee, said she listens to music about
Syria in hopes to return there eventually.
Abu, Raghad’s father, describes living in Zaatari as “a maze you want to get
out of, but can’t.”
The war has taken an extreme toll on
the population of Syria.
“If you look at satellite images of Syria in 2011 compare them to 2015, you
can see that areas of Syria that used to be
lit up, are now completely dark,” Mann
said.

“We never thought our military was designed to kill
its own people”
-Mohommad, a refugee featured in the film, “After Spring”
in the summer of 2011 when it turned
into open warfare between rebel groups
and the government,” he said.
The film focuses primarily on the residents of the Zaatari refugee camp, not
necessarily on the conflict in Syria itself.
This documentary shows the day-today lives of the refugees living in Zaatari.
It exhibits their struggles, obstacles and
accomplishments.
Mann said “After Spring” shows that
even in these horrible situations, life

in Syria. It started as a peaceful protest
against the regime for freedom and democracy.”
“We traveled for four days to reach
Jordan because we wanted to save our
kids,” Mohommad said. “After we
reached Zaatari, I heard no violence, no
gunfire. It was peaceful.”
“We never thought our military was
designed to kill its own people,” he said.
Although violence is minimal in the
camp, refugees can still hear bombings

“What’s very disturbing is that we
can follow this in real time,” he said.
An online Live Syria Map shows
which areas of Syria are controlled by
which groups. These are based on live
Twitter feeds and news reports from
Syria and surrounding areas.
Mann said he was following Twitter
when Aleppo fell to the regime and a
seven-year-old girl tweeted “tonight we
have no house. It’s burned. I saw death.
I almost died.”

dations was done in the first place.
“Please don’t talk to me about assuaging somebody’s feelings when you submit the document to them, because I am
more concerned about the feelings of my
colleagues that have been going through a
ringer as a result of a bad process,” Abebe
said.
Senate member Sue Gosse had concerns with calling the process good or bad,
as she said doing so would place moral
judgments on a process that was not the
Senate’s.
“We have the right, we have the responsibility to respond to the process, but
I hesitate to put the good, the bad; that’s
what puts the barriers up,” she said.

Senate member Jeff Stowell said the
senate has the responsibility to submit a
report that would reflect a majority of the
group, and he raised the question of why
“we are in this mess to begin with.”
“It wasn’t our fault; if we had the funding from the state, we would be continuing on,” he said.
Stowell said the constraints the university was given would not allow it to continue as it always has, but maybe it could
consider reallocating resources, which
could be done in a different way besides
elimination.
“Any process, no matter how it was
done, if it ended with academic programs
being eliminated or reorganized, there

would be pushback,” he said. “Is there any
process we would be happy with if there
was elimination? I doubt it.”
Still, Stowell said the report is well written and reflects what the senate thinks it
should do.
“From a larger perspective, this whole
year’s been so reactionary; it’s been so unpleasant to have to go through this process,” he said.
Senate member Billy Hung said Stowell was right, but he pointed out that even
under constraints there are better and
worse ways to go about change.
A better way to do it would be with
more openness and transparency, Hung
said, as well as a more consistent evalua-

we’ve done it. Increase
efficiencies and reduce
duplicative efforts across campus
operations, we did it. Reduce our
number of employees to better
reflect our current enrollments,
it’s done. Furlough remaining
administrative employees a
minimum of 18 days, we did it
in 2016. Enact further layoffs
prompted purely by cash flow

n e e d s a n d r e s u l t i n g i n n e w,
unnecessary inefficiencies
throughout campus, I’ve done
that,” Glassman said. “Sweep
designated local accounts other
than those restricted by bond
covenants in order to preserve
EIU’s cash flow, we’ve done that
too. So to answer you’re question,
there is very little more that I
have in my tool chest in order

to reduce the expenses at EIU to
reduce the deficit for the state.”
For more information on how
other universities responded to
the Illinois Senate Committee,
visit dailyeasternnews.com

“This is becoming one of those moments where we say ‘never again’, and it
happens again,” he said. “It just seems
like history is repeating itself.”
Currently, the world is experiencing
one of the worst humanitarian crises
since World War II. Mann said the UN
estimates 65.3 million people have been
forcibly displaced from their homes. Of
these, 21.3 million are refugees, and
about 23 percent of them are Syrian, totaling about 4.9 million.
Tara Starling, senior art education
major, said before viewing this documentary she was definitely all for America helping the refugees, and now after
viewing the documentary, she is even
more convinced we should be doing
more to help.
“For me, it’s spreading the word and
hoping more people realize what is actually going on,” she said. “Living in a
small town like Charleston, it is important to expand your thoughts.”
Sterling said she enjoyed how the
documentary touched on some of the
positive aspects.
“Even though these refugees are in a
terrible position, many of them still find
happiness. That truly inspired me while
watching this,” she said.
Loren Dickson can be reached at
581-2812 or ladickson@eiu.edu.

» Faculty

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
While Workgroup No. 7 evaluated the
programs as they were, he said, the review
done by the committee helps anticipate
the future.
“In that sense it is more robust and
useful,” he said.
However, Abebe was critical of what he
called an “almost apologetic” tone in the
report.
“They’ve been very careful, too careful
in stating the obvious,” he said. “...I say
that because we have been told by the faculty that the process was wrong – the faculty said so – we have said that to the president a number of times.”
Abebe said the fact that the process was
bad is why the review of the recommen-

tion system.
Senate member CC Wharram said the
change he made to the report is to highlight that the Africana studies program is
in the process of working with others and
making transformations.
“These changes should be allowed to
take place organically,” he said.
Wharram said eliminating philosophy
and Africana studies would not end up
freeing up a lot of revenue for reallocation.
“If, for example, philosophy disappears, a lot of minor programs, major programs depend on those classes,” he said.
Cassie Buchman can be reached at
581-2812 or cjbuchman@eiu.edu.

» Glassman
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In dealing with the question
McGuire asked, Glassman said
he has thought about it heavily
over the last 24 hours, and there
is very little more he can do that
hasn’t already been done when
it comes to achieving significant
financial savings.
“Eliminate vacant positions
and reduce staff by attrition,

Analicia Haynes can be reached at
581-2812 or achaynes@eiu.edu.

For more reactions from other
universities read
“State universities asked to
‘tighten’ belt’ “ on
www.dailyeasternnews.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
For rent
Our Most Popular “wait listed”
home available for Fall 2017 6
Bedroom House located at 1024
6th Street Huge deck Big covered
front porch large bedrooms tons
of parking and close to campus
call 708-772-3711 schedule a
tour and info
_________________________ 3/7
6 BEDROOM HOME FOR 2017-18
SCHOOL YEAR. GARBAGE AND
LAWN CARE INCLUDED. $275 PER
PERSON PER MONTH. NEWER APPLIANCES INCLUDING WASHER/
DRYER. (847) 921-3180.
_________________________ 3/9

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Junior Joseph Duncan connects for a home run Saturday at Tointon Family Stadium in Mahattan, Kan. Duncan is currently
hitting .310 with 13 hits in 42 attempts and eight RBIs.

Panthers fall to Missouri 10-1
By Maher Kawash
Baseball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern Illinois baseball team had an opportunity to make a statement with a
win over an SEC opponent as
it did a year ago, but Missouri
was just too good in a 10-1
victory.
The Panthers could not get
much of anything on offense
as the Tigers struck Eastern’s
starter for seven runs in the
first four innings.
Logan Beaman was on the
mound for the Panthers and it
was a short-lived outing as he
gave up five earned runs in just
2.2 innings pitched.
The Eastern bullpen did not
do much to help though as

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Exoskeleton, e.g.
6 One who’s slow to
pick things up?
10 When repeated,
zealous
13 “Likewise”
14 Leader of the
Smurfs
15 Jam session
highlight
16 Gym bag
attachment
17 “You can say
that again!”
18 Seneca Falls
orator Lucretia
19 Friends who go
to White Castle
in a 2004 film
22 “Didn’t I tell
you?”
23 Main squeeze, in
modern lingo
24 Class teaching
about DNA
25 Romans who
protected the
emperor
31 See 33-Across
32 Go to bed,
informally

33 Follower of
Hosea in the
31-Across
34 Cheese choice
36 Its diameter
is roughly
twice that of a
basketball
40 No longer on
one’s plate, say
42 Bedtime for a
vampire
43 Countrymen
who met in
Philadelphia in
1787
48 Ambulance
letters
49 ___-rock
50 Freshness
51 Shakespearean
entreaty
appropriate for
19-, 25- and
43-Across?
57 Nivea rival
58 Jacques who
played Monsieur
Hulot
59 Scout’s route
61 Campbell of
“House of Cards”
62 Walked heavily

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
M A G I
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and .350 with runners on base.
Eastern offered the exact opposite leaving seven runners on
base and batting just .125 with
runners in scoring position.
The Tigers just seemed to
reach base early and often and
it was too costly for the Panthers young staff to overcome.
The Panthers also struggled
to make any solid contact as
they were forced into hitting
10 ground balls which just
about only led to putouts.
Eastern now has the chance
to rebound from the loss with
a three-game weekend series
against Samford.

they allowed four more runs Anderson said the team was
the rest of the way as the strug- continuing to work on, but 12
gles continue for the pitching strikeouts at the plate set the
team back from that against
staff.
Alex Starcevich had argu- Missouri.
Some of Eastern’s best hitably the most impressive performance out of the bullpen ters were controlled as Joe
as he pitched two innings of Duncan was hitless, and the
scoreless ball while notching team notched just four hits total on the night.
three strikeouts.
Missouri on the other hand
Mizzou was supposed to offer a difficult matchup as they had just about all it wanted
came in ranked 26th in the and more at the plate as they
country, but the Panthers still earned 15 hits.
The most frustrating part
had a chance going in.
But the offense’s struggles for the Panthers could be the
proved to be too much early amount of runs they allowed
The
New
York
Syndication
Sales
with two
outsCorporation
though as the
on
as the
only
run Times
of the game
620
Avenue,
York,
N.Y.five
10018
Tigers
scored
of their ten
came in
theEighth
fourth inning
andNew
Information
1-800-972-3550
in those situations.
even that For
one was
unearned. Call: runs
Forthe
Release
March also
8, 2017
Missouri
batted an imGetting
bat on Wednesday,
the ball
is something head coach Jason pressive .467 with two outs
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63 Lady of “My Fair
Lady”
64 Where hogs go
hog-wild?
65 Sapphic works
66 Luxury brand
with a crown
logo

Edited by Will Shortz
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8
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10

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

27

23

28

Spring, Summer and Fall 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom apartments, as low as
$222.50. Some close to campus
Carlyle Apartments. (217) 348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
________________________ 3/15
STUDIO, 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. FALL 2017.
Great locations. Please contact us
for more information.
(217) 348-8249 or visit our website
at ppwrentals.com
________________________ 3/13–

11

Close to campus. Nice, clean apartments. 1 and 2 bedroom. Starting
at $250 a bedroom. For spring semester 2017, fall semester 2017. No
pets. Fully furnished except beds.
Off-street parking and laundry onsite. Some restrictions do apply.
Call or text (314) 334-3994.
_________________________ 5/2

Help wanted
Maintenance Person. University Estates in in search of a maintenance
person to do various jobs in mobile
home community. Must have your
own tools and be able to pass a
criminal background. Part-time position. 25 hours per week or more if
needed. Call for details
(217) 345-3133 Ask for Glenn.
_________________________ 3/2
Hideout Gentleman’s Club. Hiring
entertainers 18 and over. No experience needed. Make lots of cash
fast. Transportation available. Call
Dee. 348-0288.
_________________________ 3/3
Bartenders wanted, flexible hours.
Veterans of foreign wars post
#4325. 1220 S. 19th Mattoon. Come
pick up an application or call Cory
217-493-1973
_______________________ 03/10

10 Year Price ROLLBACK!
1-2 PERSON RENTALS

12

www.woodrentals.com
Call for appointment to view!

1512 A Street / 345-4489

30

32

33

34
40
44

35

41

36

37

38

54

55

56

39

42

45

46

48
51

Recently Remodeled Student Rental (217) 962-0790
________________________ 3/10

Fall 2017. Very nice houses, townhouses, and apartments for 1-8
people. 1-3 blocks from campus.
Rent $250 - $400 per person. Call
(217) 493-7559.
www.myeiuhome.com
_________________________ 5/1

24

29

31

43

Affordable studio apartment good
campus location (217) 345-2516
________________________ 3/10

Awesome 3 bedroom townhouse.
Call 24 hours for details.
(217) 549-2668.
_________________________ 322

21

22
26

Looking for 3-4 responsible students to rent a nice house affordable for the right party interested in
pursuing an education at Eastern
call (217) 345-2516
_______________________ 03/10

No. 0201

13

25

DOWN
1 Buffoon
2 Kind of I.R.A.
3 Rooney ___, 2016
Oscar nominee
for “Carol”
4 Mosque of ___
(Jerusalem
shrine)
5 Clever comeback
6 James who
voiced Ultron in
“Avengers: Age
of Ultron”
7 Prayer wheel
turner
8 Places where
spirits flow freely
9 Headwear for
some rockers
10 Automated floor
cleaner
11 Brightest star
in the Eagle
constellation
12 Vehicle in a drag
race
15 Dallas sch.
20 Passionate,
outgoing sort,
astrologically
21 Beer blast
purchases
25 Basic lunch
sandwich,
informally
26 Brazilian-themed
Vegas hotel

Maher Kawash can be reached
at 581-2812 or
mwkawash@eiu.edu.

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
across from Doudna Center. Reasonable. (217) 345-2416
_________________________ 3/9

For rent

49

47

50

52

53

57

58

59

61

62

63

64

65

66

60

PUZZLE BY MATTHEW SEWELL AND JEFF CHEN

27 Japanese P.M.
Shinzo ___
28 Page in a
Hollywood film
29 Cake coating
30 “Ri-i-i-ight …”
34 Certain high heel
35 Hit a home run,
in baseball lingo
37 Number of
emails sent by
Warren Buffett in
his entire life
38 Dickens’s “___
Mutual Friend”

39 And another
thing, on a letter
41 Police
dispatcher’s “A”
42 Noted gatekeeper
43 Mug shot
subjects
44 “Western” or
“Spanish” dish
45 “Not for self
but for country”
sloganeer
46 What doctors
recommend that
sick people get a
lot of

47 It’s mostly
nitrogen
52 Clairol product
53 Great Plains tribe
54 Janis’s partner in
the comics
55 Billiards cushion
56 Carry-on concern
60 Not really
enforcing the
rules

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.

Tweet
Tweet

Follow the Daily Eastern
News Twitter!
den_news
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Offense strong for Panthers early
JJ Bullock
Softball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
While pitching and defense will always be
what the Eastern softball team lives and dies
with, it’s been the offense so far in 2017 that
has been especially strong for the Panthers.
Eastern is hitting .304 as a team through
18 games played and has three players in their
lineup hitting over .400.
Coach Kim Schuette credits the success to
the team’s aggressive approach at the plate.
“I like their approach at the plate. They are
up there ready to hit and we have been working on that all year,” Schuette said. “Be ready
on the first pitch, get yourself prepared on the
on-deck circle, but once you are up to bat,
you need to be ready to go on that first pitch,
not just take any strikes, not just taking any
pitches because you might let the best one go
by.”
Although the offense as been very good to
this point, Schuette still believes the foundation of this team has to be pitching and defense.
“Knock on wood, I hope that continues.
But I think that your hitting can come and go
at times, but I think if your pitching and defense is your rock, then you do not worry so

much about your hitting,” she said. “When
you stress on hitting and then it goes away,
you are in trouble. Of course we work really
hard on hitting and our approach and fundamentals hitting in practice, but as far as game
performance, I want our pitching and defense
to be steady so that we can steal some games
when our hitting is not there.”
The two players that have their names
strewn across the conference leaderboards for
the Panthers are a pair of freshmen, outfielder
Mia Davis and catcher Haley Mitchell.
Mitchell is the current conference leader in
RBIs with 22. Additionally, she boats a teamhigh .678 slugging percentage and four home
runs to couple with her .407 batting average.
Davis and her .442 batting average is the
highest on the team and is good for fifth in
the conference. She is also the owner of a
team best .508 on base percentage.
As good as both of the players look on the
stat sheet, Schuette would prefer they turn
their focus away from the numbers and continue just playing softball.
“They are just ball players,” Schuette said.
“Let everybody else, let you or anybody else
who reads papers worry about that stuff (statistics). I just want them to play and compete.
Both of them are smart, and they are think-

FILE PHOTO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Sophomore Kayla Bear steals a base in a game against Austin Peay. Bear is a perfect 14 for 14
on steal attempts this season.

ing but not thinking too much. They are just
kind of playing the game but thinking after
the fact, which is very good.”

JJ Bullock can be reached at 581-2812 or
jpbullock@eiu.edu.

Men’s golf opens up spring season in Florida
By Mark Shanahan
Golf Reporter |@DEN_Sports
The Eastern men’s golf team will open up
its spring season Wednesday at the Butler
Florida Invitational in Jacksonville, Florida.
The first of five tournaments for Eastern
this spring is a two-day tournament that will
have each team play 36-holes each day. The
Windsor Parke Golf Club men’s course will
be played as a Par 72 at 6,765 yards.
Teams that will be competing in the tournament are Eastern, Evansville, Detroit,
High Point, Albany State, Chicago State,

Southern Indiana and the host, Butler.
Sophomore Alvaro Hernandez was the
leader for the Panther’s in the fall season
with three top 20 finishes and an average of
73.58 per round. Sophomore Charlie Adare
and freshman Romeo Perez posted the next
best scorers for Eastern in the fall. Adare averaged a 78 while Perez averaged a 78.33.
Evansville competed in the Benbow Invitational on March 6-7 along with Butler,
Southern Indiana, Chicago State and Albany
State and was in 4th place after the first day.
The duo of Tyler Gray and Wil Pahud tied
for 11th place with rounds of 77 in the first

round and seven off the lead. Noah Reese
was third for the Purple Aces with a round of
79 putting him at 16th place.
Butler took the lead after day one behind
Michael Denner, Joey Arcuri and Patrick Allgeier who finished second, third and fourth.
Denner was two strokes behind the lead with
a round of 72. Arcuri had a round of 74
while Allgeier was one stroke behind at 75.
Albany State had the next three spots with
Dominic DiGiacomo and Tyler Hanson tied
for fourth with Allgeier with a round of 75.
Tyler George finished tied for seventh with
four others with his round of 76. Southern

Indiana has a few players scattered around
the board and they are led by Grant Saylor
who is tied for seventh with a round of 76.
Chicago State was at the bottom of the
team standings after day one of the Benbow
Invitational.
High Point will be opening its season on
Wednesday and will have six golfers compete
in the tournament. Detroit will be playing in
its first tournament of the spring after having mixed results in the fall
Mark Shanahan can be reached at 581-2812
or mmshanahan@eiu.edu.
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Black out as women’s head coach
By Mark Shanahan
Women’s Basketball Reporter | @DEN_
Sports
Eastern Athletic Director Tom
Michael announced Tuesday that
the contract of women’s basketball
head coach Debbie Black would
not be renewed.
Black was hired in May of 2013
and ser ved four seasons as the
Panthers’ head coach. The women went 9-19 this past season under the former WNBA player, a
year after they had won just three
games.
Bl a c k l e a v e s E a s t e r n w i t h a
four-year record of 34-80 including a 21-43 record in the Ohio
Valley Conference. The Panthers
failed to reach the OVC tournament the past two seasons.
“Certainly the fact that the
women’s basketball team failed to
make the OVC Tournament the
last two seasons and give our student-athletes a chance to compete
for an OVC Championship played
a factor in the decision,” Athletic
Director Tom Michael said. “Ultimately it was that we felt the overall level of play was not there to
compete for those championship
opportunities”
Eastern is already in the process
of finding a new head coach who
will inherit four returning starters.
Erica Brown was the only player
to play four years under Black. Junior Grace Lennox has been one
of the best guard’s in the OVC under Black and earned first-team
OVC honors last week.
In her first season, Black went
12-16 and earned a berth in the
tournament where they lost in the
first round. The second year saw
some regression with a 10-20 record, but a 7-9 conference record earned them another postseason berth. The third year was her
worst with a 3-25 record including a 22-game losing streak.
Black said that she understood
her record, but was hopeful for
another year.
“This is a business,” Black said.

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Athletic director Tom Michael announced Tuesday the contract of women’s basketball coach Debbie Black would not be renewed. Black was 34-80 overall and 21-43 in OVC play over four seasons as coach.

“I get it more than anybody.”
The women’s basketball program was evaluated at the end of
the season, just as every program
is and Michael and the rest of the
Eastern athletic department staff
decided the program was not going in the direction it needed to
under the coaching staff.
“At that point, the decision was
made not to renew Coach Black’s
contract as head women’s basket-

ball coach,” Michael said.
She was brought the news to
her Tuesday morning and said she
thought that she had a pretty good
year and was hopeful for another year. Eastern jumped out to a
4-2 start this season, but suffered
a seven-game losing streak and a
starting forward in Jalisha Smith
for the rest of the season.
“I had a great oppor tunity,”
Black said. “ Tom Michael was

great to me.”
Black said that she hoped that
she instilled competitiveness in
her current team for the next person that takes over. Competitiveness and consistency was what
Black wanted out of her team and
she said she thought they were
getting close, she said.
The addition of four freshmen
was a cr ucial par t of the team
this season for Black. Allison Van

Dyke, Zharia Lenoir, Jennifer Nehls and Danielle Berry all played
in at least 25 of the 28 games this
season. Van Dyke started every
game, while Lenoir, Berry and Nehls earned starts and more playing
time throughout the season.
The next coach will be the
ninth in Eastern’s history.
Mark Shanahan can be reached at
581-2812 or mmshanahan@eiu.

Football to open 2018 season at Arkansas
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
The Eastern football team announced Tuesday that it will open
its 2018 season against SEC opponent Arkansas. The Razorbacks
announced it Monday as part of
their future opponents.
The game is set for Sept. 1 in
Fayetteville, Arkansas.
It will be the first time the Panthers will take on an SEC opponent in their program history.
Eastern does have a little bit of
Arkansas in it as head coach Kim
Dameron played his college ball
there and was also a graduate assistant coach under Hall of Fame
coach Lou Holtz after earning his
degree.
Dameron played from 19791982 and played in four bowl
games including the 1979 Sugar
Bowl.
Eastern has four players on its
team including Iziah Gulley, Cornelius Page, Jordan Jackson and
Kylin Washington and two incoming recruits Marcus Bornslatter
Jr. and Jonathan McCoy that are
from Arkansas and will have eligi-
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Eastern Football announced they will open the 2018 football season on the road at the University of Arkansas.
The matchup will be the first meeting between the Panthers and an SEC opponent.

bility for that game.
Current running back redshirt
senior Korliss Marshall spent two
seasons playing for the Razorbacks
before transferring to Eastern.
Arkansas finished the 2016 season with a 7-6 record and a 3-5
record in SEC play. The Razorbacks picked up wins against the
Ole Miss Rebels, Florida Gators
and Mississippi State Bulldogs.
They were handed losses by Alabama (49-30), Texas A&M (4524), Auburn (56-3), LSU (38-10)
and Missouri (28-24). The Virginia Tech Hokies beat the Razorbacks in the 2016 Belk Bowl 3524.
Over the last three seasons the
Panthers have squared off against
Big 10 opponents Northwestern
and Minnesota. Eastern lost both
games by large margins.
Eastern finished its 2016 season
with a 6-5 overall record and a 4-4
record in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Panthers missed out on the
FCS Playoffs in 2016.
Sean Hastings can be reached at
581-2812 or smhastings@eiu.edu.

